Photonic crystal reflector (PCR) membranes exhibit a resonantly enhanced normal-incidence reflectivity. Many applications require this resonance to occur at a specific wavelength, however, imposing geometrical tolerances that are not reliably achieved with standard nanolithography. Here we finely tune the resonant wavelength of a freestanding Si 3 N 4 PCR membrane with iterative hydrofluoric acid etches, achieving a 57 nm thin crystal with a resonant wavelength 0.15 nm (0.04 linewidths) away from our target (1550 nm). This thin crystal exhibits a broader, shallower transmission dip than its simulated response to plane waves, and we identify two causes related to beam collimation. Finally, we present a series of simulations and general design considerations for realizing robust, high-reflectivity resonances. , and biochemical sensors [10, 11] . Freestanding 2D photonic crystal reflectors (PCRs) [12, 13] , in particular, represent an advantageous technology in the field of optomechanics [14] , wherein it is desirable to create a lightweight mass that strongly reflects incident light, maximizing the influence of each photon. With this aim, single-layer reflectors have been fabricated from InP [8, [15] [16] [17] and SiN [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . High-stress Si 3 N 4 is of particular interest, since it combines the ease of fabrication, low optical loss [23, 24] , and the lowest mechanical dissipation and force noise [21, 25] .
Planar photonic crystals provide a powerful means of controlling the flow of light [1] and can be engineered to strongly interact with waves propagating out of the crystal plane [2] . Among other things, this enables compact etalon filters [3, 4] , high-performance surface-emitting lasers [5, 6] , electromechanically [7] or optomechanically [8] actuated laser mirrors, nonlinear optical elements [9] , and biochemical sensors [10, 11] . Freestanding 2D photonic crystal reflectors (PCRs) [12, 13] , in particular, represent an advantageous technology in the field of optomechanics [14] , wherein it is desirable to create a lightweight mass that strongly reflects incident light, maximizing the influence of each photon. With this aim, single-layer reflectors have been fabricated from InP [8, [15] [16] [17] and SiN [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . High-stress Si 3 N 4 is of particular interest, since it combines the ease of fabrication, low optical loss [23, 24] , and the lowest mechanical dissipation and force noise [21, 25] .
An outstanding goal is to reliably fabricate PCRs having high reflectivity at a pre-specified wavelength, to match (for example) that of a low-noise laser, an atomic transition, or another reflector. It is straightforward to change the response of the photonic crystals via geometry [26, 27] , but the high-reflectivity wavelength range achieved by 2D SiN PCRs is a quantity typically measured in nanometers, imposing geometrical tolerances that are not reliably achieved with standard lithography. However, crystals made from other materials can be finely tuned after fabrication, e.g., by wet etching [28] [29] [30] or atomic layer deposition [31, 32] . Combining these ideas with a technique for tuning SiN microdisks [33] , we achieve the desired precision for a thin, freestanding PCR using iterative hydrofluoric (HF) acid dips. Specifically, we systematically tune the resonant wavelength of a ∼60 nm thin photonic crystal by 16 nm, such that it finally resides within 0.15 nm (0.04 linewidths) of our targeted wavelength λ 0 1550 nm. This is achieved with a 2D square lattice of holes, but should be readily applicable to 1D gratings [19, 20] and other SiN structures.
A second question is whether there exists a fundamental and/or practical limitation on how thin these structures can be made while still maintaining high reflectivity. Despite the comparatively low feature roughness, our thin structures exhibit a transmission resonance that is broader and shallower than its simulated response to incident plane waves. This broadening has been observed in similar crystals of thickness at or below 100 nm [18, 21] and attributed to disorder not included in periodic crystal simulations [18] . Since then, however, thicker PCRs having comparable disorder achieved a transmission dip well below 1% [21, 22] . Building on previous investigations of angular-and collimation-induced changes in the transmission spectrum of optically thick structures [34] , we present simulations illustrating two effects leading to collimation-induced resonance broadening: (1) the previously identified angular dependence of the "primary" resonance wavelength [13, 34] , and (2) "parasitic" crystal modes that couple only to off-normal plane waves [13, 18, 22, 34] and strongly interfere with the primary resonance. We also identify and calculate figures of merit for crystals of varied geometry, providing a basic guide for reliably minimizing (or balancing) these effects.
Our primary goal is to tune the resonance of a thin Si 3 N 4 PCR to a convenient (telecom) laser wavelength λ 0 1550 nm by first fabricating a crystal with too much material, and then iteratively measuring the transmission spectrum T and etching with HF until the resonant wavelength λ r (defined here to be at the minimal value of T ) is close to λ 0 . The crystal is initially fabricated from a Si wafer coated with 100 nm thick stoichiometric Si 3 N 4 . We open a square window in the backside nitride with optical lithography and reactive ion etching (RIE), then etch the exposed silicon in a 45% KOH solution at 75°C (∼35 μm∕hr etch rate) to release the front membrane. This is coated with a 150 nm resist (Zeon ZEP520A:anisole, 1∶2 ratio, spun at 3000 rpm, oven-baked 40 min at 180°C), and exposed in an electron-beam writer (50 μC∕cm 2 , 10 kV) to define the crystal mask. The resist is developed for 60 s (Zeon ZED-N50), and rinsed 15 s in isopropyl alcohol. The pattern is transferred to the membrane via RIE with CHF 3 (30 sccm), CF 4 (70 sccm), and Ar (7 sccm) at 30 mTorr and 100 W. The resist is stripped with Microposit Remover 1165 (30 min, 60°C) followed by piranha (3∶1 H 2 SO 4 :H 2 O 2 , 15 min). Finally, the sample is further cleaned and thinned for 10 min in 10∶1 HF at 26°C (note we often do not fully etch the nitride during RIE to reduce breakage); then it is rinsed with water and methanol. The structure has nominal thickness h 66 1 nm (measured) and holes of diameter d 614 nm (edge roughness ∼15 nm), in a square lattice spaced by a 1500 6 nm [ Fig. 1(a) ].
We locate the crystal resonance with a swept-wavelength (λ) transmission measurement [ Fig. 1(b) ]. Light from a tunable diode laser is focused to a Gaussian spot having a 1∕e 2 intensity diameter D 60 1 μm at the crystal [spot size drawn in Fig. 1(a) ], and the transmitted light is collected by a photodiode (PD). Fluctuations in the incident power are monitored by a second "reference" PD. A half-wave plate (HWP) and linear polarizer (LP) fix the input polarization to avoid any polarization dependence of the beam splitter (BS) and other optics; the PCR response is found to be polarization independent. Figure 1 (c) shows T λ for the crystal (i) as fabricated and after (ii) 130 s, (iii) 165 s, and (iv) 195 s in HF (total) at 26°C. Immersing the structure in HF decreases h (at a rate ∼3 nm∕ min ) and increases d (∼1 nm∕ min ), displacing the resonance toward shorter wavelength. Using this technique, the resonance is tuned to within 0.15 nm of λ 0 (red curve). The tuning rate of λ r is found to fluctuate [−4.4 nm∕ min (i → ii), −3.2 nm∕ min (ii → iii), and −7.9 nm∕ min (iii → iv)], which can be mitigated with a slower, buffered solution, fluid flow, and smaller steps, as necessary.
The gray curves in Fig. 1(c) show the simulated response of an infinite crystal (i.e., a single unit cell with periodic boundary conditions in MEEP [35] ) to normal-incidence plane waves. The hole diameters d (which have a comparatively weak effect on λ r ) are (i) 614 nm and (iv) 618 nm, matching the values from the SEM images, e.g., the inset of Fig. 1(a) , and the thicknesses h are set to (i) 62.5 nm and (iv) 54.5 nm to match the observed λ r . These h values are within 6% of the those directly measured by a reflectometer, and the h change of 8 nm is consistent with the measured change of 9 1 nm, lending credibility to the simulation. The linewidth of the measured resonance is also reduced by 20% as the device is thinned, qualitatively consistent with a 30% decrease predicted by the simulations, though the measured resonance is also a factor of 1.6 broader than simulations suggest. Moreover, the transmission reaches a minimum value T min between 0.32 (h 66 nm) and 0.38 (h 57 nm), placing upper bounds of 0.68 and 0.62 on the reflectivity.
We now consider a practical performance limitation arising from the sensitivity of T to incidence angle θ [13, 34] . Since collimated beams are composed of a weighted superposition of plane waves from all θ [spanning θ D ∼ 1°for our 60 μm spot; see the inset of Fig. 1(c) ], the resonance can be averaged away. One can compensate for this by increasing D to reduce θ D , but this requires a larger-area crystal, which is disadvantageous for most applications, and furthermore difficult to fabricate. The crystal in Fig. 1 , for example, uses the full high-resolution electron beam write field. Using a larger field reduces precision, and using multiple fields adds detrimental dislocations between adjacent fields.
To get a sense of when beam divergence is important, Fig. 2(a) shows illustrative simulations for Si 3 N 4 crystals of varied geometry and incidence angles. The transverse-electric (TE) polarization (inset) is chosen in (a)-(c) to maximize the effect of θ on T ; for the transverse-magnetic (TM) polarization [see (d)], T is comparatively unaffected. The 200 nm thick crystal in (a) exhibits a single, broad "primary" resonance near 1550 nm for θ 0 (blue curve) and, as θ is increased, a second "parasitic" resonance emerges. These additional resonances are understood well, and their symmetry precludes coupling to normal-incidence waves [12, 18, 22, 34] . Here the parasitic resonance has a modest impact for θ ≠ 0, shifting λ r slightly. Figure 2(b) shows the same simulations for a 100 nm thick crystal. In this case, the separation Δ between the primary and parasitic resonances is only a few nanometers, and the effect is profound: one would not expect a high reflectivity for a reasonably collimated beam. Figure 2 (c) illustrates another cause of collimation broadening [34] that can occur in geometries where Δ is large: λ r in general, varies as θ 2 to leading order. The geometry of Fig. 2(c) is close to that of our devices in Fig. 1 , suggesting this is the dominant mechanism. Broadening has been observed for similarly thin Si 3 N 4 crystals [18, 21] , and the resonance was found to split, broaden, and shallow when changing the beam's incident angle [18] .
For a given crystal thickness h, the desired resonance can be achieved over a wide range of lattice constants a and hole diameters d , as shown in Fig. 3(a) , enabling some minimization of these effects. Figure 3(b) shows the detuning Δ of the nearest parasitic resonance, which can be made largest in the thickest devices (near a 0.78λ 0 ). The angular sensitivity ∂ 2 θ λ r in (c) tends toward lower values for thicker devices, and is strongly influenced by parasitic modes whenever Δ approaches 0, leading to complex behavior. Interestingly, ∂ 2 θ λ r often changes sign, implying the existence of intermediate geometries in which these effects balance, eliminating collimation broadening to leading order. The three thickest devices exhibit a well-resolved global minimum in ∂ 2 θ λ r near such sign changes, as expected. Presumably, other geometries also exhibit such minima, but they are not resolved to this level; this will remain the subject of future study, but we note two caveats at the outset: (1) ∂ 2 θ λ r is particularly sensitive to the geometry near these points (especially in thin devices), tightening fabrication requirements; (2) we expect higher-order θ-dependencies to play a role for any reasonably collimated beam (even θ D ∼ 1°), especially in the thinnest devices where ∂ 2 θ λ r is large. While a small value of ∂ 2 θ λ r is desirable, this quantity alone is not a useful figure of merit, since it impacts narrower resonances [characterized by a larger curvature ∂ 2 λ T at λ r , Fig. 3(d) ] more significantly than wider resonances. However, if we approximate the transmission minimum as T ≈ θ T , which is plotted in Fig. 3(e) . This can be used to directly compare the relative leading-order performance of different geometries and provide a quick estimate of T min for sufficiently small θ D (i.e., provided T min ≪ 1). The thickest simulated crystals (specifically near a 0.77λ) should be the most robust against collimation broadening, with T min ∼ 10 −6 for a θ D 1°beam. Additionally, the broader resonances [ Fig. 3(d) ] and weaker a-dependence will further relax fabrication tolerances, while the added thickness will reduce breakage during release. Note that the plotted values represent only the approximate leading-order dependences, and we expect real devices to exhibit other nonidealities not included here such as disorder, scattering, and absorption. Finally, we estimate the etch tuning rate ∂ h λ r for the "optimal" crystals (of those simulated) labeled A-E in Fig. 3(a) , finding ∼0.6, 1.0, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.1 nm∕nm, respectively. This quantity similarly varies by ∼50% across the shown parameter space.
To summarize, we have introduced a simple technique for precisely tuning the resonance wavelength of a photonic crystal reflector, achieving a value within 0.15 nm (0.04 linewidths) of our goal. Consistent with literature, we observe a higher T min than the simulated response to the plane waves suggests, and identify two fundamental limitations imposed by collimated light. Table 1 lists the parameters reported in the previous work on SiN PCRs, which shows some of the expected trends in T min with h and θ D , despite differences in λ r , a; d combinations, and index (SiN composition). We observe a T min that is somewhat improved over a similar structure [18] , but our d is larger, resulting in a resonance less sensitive to θ, and our operating wavelength is ∼50% longer, relaxing fabrication tolerances and reducing absorption. A larger deviant from the trend is [34] , but that crystal is quite far from point "A" in Fig. 3 , and operates at a shorter wavelength with non-stoichiometric SiN, leading to more optical loss.
With the chosen technique, we cannot simulate crystals much thinner than 50 nm (λ 0 1550 nm) in a reasonable time (parallelized MEEP on the McGill HPC requires months to find and characterize each h 20 nm crystal, e.g.), so the question of whether the trend toward poor performance in thinner devices continues for h < 50 nm, wherein the most sensitive mechanical elements can be achieved [21, 25] , remains the topic of future research. However, we note that in the only systematic study of such thin PCRs [21] , high reflectivity is only reported for thicknesses at or above 100 nm. Within the context of optomechanics and sensing, this suggests a potential trade-off between the mechanical performance and attainable reflectivity. 
